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INDUSTRIES TRANSFORMED BY INFORMATION 

Digital music players are invented

Internet usage and e-

commerce accelerating

Music piracy begins to erode 

value capture for artists and 

distributors

Miniaturised computing 

technology

Apple embraced ‘digital hub’ vision, 

acquires internet distribution capability 

iTunes

Sony defends legacy business model and 

re-organises around digital hardware and 

content production.

Apple launches ecosystem of content 

store and devices, captures large 

market share of direct customers

Sony belatedly launches 

SonyConnect – an internal venture to 

catch iTunes, fails within 3 years. 

Sony’s music players become 

obsolete. 

Apple’s transformed business model 

at risk of disruption Diversify product 

lines (tv watch)

New disruptors  emerge around 

free content such as Spotify and 

Pandora

New models emerge in 

parallel sectors, particularly 

Amazon

Internet usage and e-

commerce accelerating

Online payment models 

increasingly accepted by 

consumers

Amazon launches internet sales 

model, and organises around a 

broader digital retail vision

Walmart defends legacy business 

model of physical ‘stores adds data-

oriented loyalty schemes

Amazon expands into traditional retail 

sector and rapidly wins share

Walmart belatedly adopts a new 

stance to internet distribution 

acquires enabler capability rebranded 

@WalmartLabs

Amazon has captured considerable 

market share and transformed the 

prevailing business model

Walmart has begun to transform -

traditional physical infrastructure has 

been augmented by several new 

models

Digital photography is invented

Digital portable devices 

emerge

Internet usage and photo 

sharing accelerates

Personal computing emerges and 

miniaturizes

Kodak R+D invents but rarely deploys 

disruption, including the digital camera 

in 1975. Defends legacy business 

instead

Fuji prepares for the switch to 

digital and launches a digital 

camera in 1989

Kodak eventually launches a digital 

camera in 1991, but continues to 

defend film business, and eventually 

goes bankrupt. 

Fuji shrinks traditional film business and 

invests heavily in digital business 

models

Apple and Samsung smart 

devices take more photos 

than dedicated cameras
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Launched and abandons an internet 

distribution channel

Gradual erosion of business, near 

bankruptcy

David 

Jones



INSURANCE INDUSTRY STRONG SIGNALS OF 

INFORMATION-LED DISRUPTION 

Internet usage and 

distribution accelerating

Investment in Digital and 

Data

Businesses are unlocking 

value from big data and 

advanced analytics in many 

markets

Google has launched an 

aggregator and insurer in 

other markets

Telematics trials 

underway

Social Media 

Listening

Legacy Warehouses being 

consolidated

Internet usage and 

distribution accelerating

New skills being recruited

Investments in 

analytics firms


